
Hari Sarvothama  Vaayu Jeevothama 

 

MADWA DAKSHIN YATHRA 

Dwaraka Trip from 24.02.2015 to 08.03.2015 by Train and bus. Places covered in the trip 

are as follows: 

 

1. Mathru Gaya                

2. Pushkar    

3. Srinath Dwaraka 

4. Kankhroli Dwaraka 

5. Dakor Dwaraka             

 

6) Gomathi Dwaraka 

7)  Bhet Dwaraka 

8)   Nageswar 

9)   Gopi Talab 

10)  Jambavanthana Gufa 

 

 11) Somnath 

 12) Prabasa                                                        

 Terms and conditions: 

 Railway tickets are booked by availing senior citizen concession. Therefore non-

senior citizen guests have to pay the extra differential fare.  

 All the vaidheeka expenses at Dwarka , Mathru Gaya,and Pushkar are extra.  

 Decent accommodation will be provided on twin sharing basis.  

 Morning coffee, Breakfast and coffee,, Theertha Prasada, evening coffee and night 

dinner/ Tiffin will be provided. However coffee cannot be served during train 

journey.  

 Food in the entire trip will be prepared and served by madhwa Brahmins only.  

 The seats in the bus will be strictly allotted on the basis of first cum first serve basis. 

Therefore the seat number will be allotted immediately on payment of advance 

amount.   

The programme is subject to change depending upon the local condition 

For the above pilgrimage the contribution per guest is Rs.16,500/- from Bangalore . 

The tour will start from Bangalore on 24
th

 February night 9.15 p.m. by Rani Chennamma 

express.Reaching Hubli next day morning 6.00 a.m.Fresh up in local mutt,Rayaru 

Darshana,Theertha Prasada and then departure by 2.00 p.m. by VRL multi axel,Volvo AC 

Luxary bus (semi sleeper) and reaching Ahmedabad by 8.00 a.m. next day morning. 

Guests  desirous of travel by flight are requested to book their flight tickets themselves to 

Ahmedabad and return  and to pay Rs. 14,000/- to us . The hotel rooms will be booked for 

them on their date of arrival and also on the date of departure from Ahmedabad. 

 As the Railway reservation is to be done 2 months in advance we request you to 

confirm your seat with an advance amount of Rs. 7500/- on or before 10.12.2014. 

Since seats in the bus will be allotted immediately, we suggest you to confirm your 

seats at the earliest. Travel from Ahmedabad is by 2 X 2 Pushback Luxary bus. 

 We apply for lower & middle berth in the train. However, whatever berth is allotted  

by the computer, the same has to be accepted which is beyond our control 

 

For futher details please contact Gopalakrishnas in 09341928324 and 9449074544 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


